
wellMap

Optimize operations 
and improve decision  
making with a digital  

twin of the well.

taskBoard

Organize teamwork and
improve efficiency by 

knowing what’s done and 
what needs to get started. 

turn page for more

drillViewtm GHOST

Access offshore 
dashboards for common 

situational awareness  
from anywhere.

beAwaretm

 ADVANTAGES
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eTallytm

Automate and digitalize 
pipe tallying, enabling 
automation of other  
drilling processes.

mudViewtm

Manage your mud systems 
with inventory control 

 and plan for automated 
mud handling.

beAwaretm

Introducing cutting-edge 
digital solutions, that
revolutionize drilling 
operations.

Process is designed to 
minimize or eliminate 

disruption of operations.

EASY INSTALLATION

Implementation possible
on any rig, irrespective  

of topside OEM.

OEM AGNOSTIC

Collects and displays all 
operational information 

from/to all actors.

FULL OVERVIEW

Solutions are designed  
to provide situational 

awareness to all parties.

INCREASED SAFETY



taskBoard
INFORMATION
SHARING 
PLATFORM

Get on the same page!
Drill the well with enhanced transparency  
and synchronization for optimal results.

taskBoard consolidates all parties information on a single platform, displaying 
completed, ongoing and upcoming tasks, while allowing for live comments and feedback.  
This centralized solution enhances drilling safety, speed, and efficiency. 

Past 24 hours history 

Displays ongoing, 
upcoming and  
completed tasks

Highlights overdue  
or critical tasks 

Filters tasks relevant  
for your team or role

Direct communication 
between parties

Transparency in 
communications

TASK COMPLETION
DOCUMENTATION

See and share crucial 
information when 

performing handover.

OVERVIEW OF  
UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

View all tasks  
in one shared 

platform.

FEEDBACK 
SUBMISSION

Add comments to ensure
optimal communication 
with involved parties.

taskBoard ADVANTAGES

I know all what’s going on.

 When a task is confirmed, things 
are automatically updated, like if I 

mix something, I get the receipt from 
Mud Engineer, and once this is done 

the logistics are updated as well  
as the content in the pit. 

I like how it is all connected.
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